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Drilling commences at Nariz Ni-Cu discovery & 
high priority regional nickel and gold targets 

Duketon Mining Limited (ASX: DKM) is pleased to advise that extensive drilling campaigns in 
WA’s Duketon Belt have commenced. 

The drilling will aim to extend the recent Nariz nickel discovery at the Duketon Project and will 
also test several promising new nickel and gold targets elsewhere within the Duketon Belt. 

Nariz Nickel Discovery 

Duketon has now completed a full data review over the highly promising Nariz nickel discovery, 
including drilling, geophysical and geological components. 

Duketon will undertake RC drilling (supplemented by diamond tails if required) to target highly 
prospective positions along the basal contact. Approximately 2,500m of drilling will be completed 
in what will be only the second round of drilling at Nariz.   

The maiden drilling program discovered high-grade intersections including 5.65m at 7.09% Ni, 
0.50% Cu, 3.76g/t Pt + Pd (see ASX Announcement dated 2 December 2014). These resulted in 
nickel and copper mineralisation being outlined over a down-plunge length of 100m and 100m 
along strike. 

Regional Nickel and Gold Targets 

Ongoing regional studies have also led to the development of high priority nickel and gold targets 
elsewhere within The Bulge and the broader Duketon Belt.  

The high-priority targets resulting from this work will be tested this Quarter using a combination of 
aircore and RC drilling.  

Duketon Managing Director Stuart Fogarty said the Company looked forward to testing the 
numerous promising targets. 

“These are the result of the comprehensive work we have undertaken over the past few months,” 
Mr Fogarty said. “We now have a series of robust targets at both the new Nariz nickel-copper 
discovery and in the wider region.” 
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